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Chairperson: Dr. Katrina Mullan

I assessed the impacts of upwind protected area coverage on local respiratory health within the
Brazilian Amazon. A hypothesized mechanism is the legal prohibition of human ignited fires within
protected areas, reducing particulate matter pollution, impacting respiratory health downwind. The
connection between fires and respiratory diseases in the Amazon is well established (Smith et al. 2014;
Rangel and Vogl 2019; Rocha and Sant’anna 2020). What is not well understood is the potential that
government policies aimed at preventing ecosystem loss may also promote health and wellbeing,
combining the UN sustainable development goals 3 and 15. Protected areas currently dominate
government conservation efforts across the globe, but empirical evidence of the health impacts of
protected areas remains a small body of literature. I combined Brazilian government data for monthly
municipal respiratory disease hospitalizations and monthly upwind protected area coverage. I utilized a
fixed-effects model with socioeconomic and environmental controls to isolate changes in upwind PA
coverage on changes in respiratory disease hospitalizations. This research highlighted the cross-boundary
effects of protected areas on health and the potential for government policy synergies between
environmental conservation and public health. To my knowledge, this was the first examination of
upwind protected areas' impacts on downwind health outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION
Protected Areas (PAs) thus far have dominated national biodiversity conservation policies,
covering 15% of terrestrial land in 2018 (UNEP-WCMC, IUCN, and NGS 2018). Future commitment will
increase with the global adoption of the Aichi Biodiversity Target 2 that explicitly calls for 30% coverage
of protected areas or other effective conservation measures of terrestrial area by 2030 (Convention on
Biological Diversity 2020, 12). The original goal of PAs was to disincentivize human disturbances to
conserve biodiversity (Convention on Biological Diversity 1992, Article 8a). Recently goals have expanded
to include the provision of ecosystem services and human well-being. (Dudley 2008; Naidoo et al. 2019;
reviewed by Watson et al. 2014). Despite PAs expanding reach, PAs' impacts lie on a small body of
evidence for either intended or knock-on outcomes (Ferraro and Pattanayak 2006). The lack of
understanding does not allow policymakers to correctly weigh the potential tradeoffs in the balance
between conservation and development. My thesis will contribute to this evidence base for PA’s local
respiratory health benefit in the Brazilian Amazon Biome. The hypothesized mechanism occurs by
reducing local fire usage and resulting biomass smoke exposures for nearby populations.
The emerging scientific field of Planetary Health focuses on the vital link between policy, earth’s
natural systems, and human health (Horton and Lo 2015). This field hopes to build evidence for whether
policies that conserve “life and land,” may also provide “good health and well-being,” uniting UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 3 and 15. The evidence for health consequences from ecosystem
change is long-standing (Carrol, Douglas, and Misha 2006; Karjalainen, Sarjala, and Raitio 2010; Ferraro et
al. 2012; Neira and Prüss-Ustün 2016). The protection of one vital ecosystem, tropical forests, directly
impacts human health by decreasing exposure to infectious diseases, increasing dietary diversity, and
increasing water quality (Keesing et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2013; Cruz Marques 1987; Norris 2004; Galway,
Acharya, and Jones 2018; Pattanayak and Wendland 2007). Protecting tropical forests can also provide
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health benefits by reducing agricultural fires (Reid et al. 2016; Pattanayak et al. 2009; De Sario,
Katsouyanni, and Michelozzi 2013; Reddington et al. 2015; Rocha and Sant’anna 2020). Reductions in
agricultural fires are likely to affect respiratory health directly through biomass smoke exposures.
PA impacts on human health could occur through legal restrictions on fire usage within PA
boundaries. Many ecosystems evolved with natural burn cycles, but the Amazon Biome did not.
Agricultural expansion and climatic change are primarily responsible for burning in the region (Luiz
Eduardo O.C. Aragão et al. 2008; Bush et al. 2008; Davidson et al. 2012). In the months before the rainy
season, July, August, and September, vegetation is set on fire to clear agricultural lands, agricultural fires,
or follow logging activity before agricultural use, deforestation fires (D. C. Nepstad et al. 1999). Alternative
clearing methods, such as herbicides and large machinery, are too costly for most rural landowners, so
burning remains commonplace. Protected land prevents varying levels of agricultural use and
accompanying clearing activities within their borders, reducing overall fire ignitions for nearby
populations. PAs do not directly impact fires on private land, but fires set in dry conditions often
unintentionally escape into the surrounding land. Intact-protected forests are more fire-resistant, so more
protected forests can reduce the unintentional spread of fires (Cochrane and Schulze 1999). Wherever
fires occur, they produce inhalable fine particulate matter, PM2.5, potentially traveling hundreds of
kilometers from a fire before being breathed into human lungs, causing irritation, coughing, and difficulty
breathing.
Deforestation-fire smoke is responsible for 80% of fire caused PM2.5 in Brazil. Globally Brazilian
deforestation fires account for 12–16% of this emission, exposing an estimated 24 million Brazilians yearly
to potential health consequences (Reddington et al. 2015). A comprehensive review of smoke exposures
supports growing evidence of increased all-cause mortality and respiratory diseases (Reid et al. 2016).
Globally, air pollution was the fifth leading cause of death in 2015, representing a massive environmental
disease burden across the globe (Cohen et al. 2017). Evidence of the close relationship between
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agricultural/deforestation-fires, PM2.5 exposures, and respiratory health in the Amazon indicates that the
presence of PAs could provide a substantial preventative health benefit for nearby Brazilians and reducing
burdens on their publicly funded healthcare system (Rosa et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2014; Reddington et al.
2015; Rocha and Sant’anna 2020).
Protected tropical forests are made even more critical with the implications of climate change.
The overall effect of climate change in the Amazon is uncertain, but many researchers expect an increase
in drought events and accompanying fires (Betts, Sanderson, and Woodward 2008; Le Page et al. 2017;
Luiz E.O.C. Aragão et al. 2018). The Amazon has already faced two once-in-a-century drought events in
the last 20 years, 2005 and 2010 (Smith et al. 2014; Marengo et al. 2011). Climate forecasts expect these
events to increase from diminishing precipitation and increasing length and intensity of the dry season
(Boisier et al. 2015). Deforestation may also lengthen the dry season in the surrounding areas (Davidson
et al. 2012). Protected forests could resist drought aggravated wildfire impacts by reducing the distance
to forest edges, decreasing local temperatures, increasing local humidity and precipitation (D. C. Nepstad
et al. 1999; Maillard et al. 2020; Nowak et al. 2014; Morton et al. 2013; Le Page et al. 2017; Sampaio et al.
2007; Giardina et al. 2018). Standing tropical forests also mitigate regional losses of precipitation during
drought events (Mu, Biggs, and De Sales 2021). Protected areas could provide this local mitigation effect
by conserving nearby standing forests. Many tropical ecosystems exhibit thresholds beyond which small
changes in land cover are irreversible, resulting in the near-permanent loss of these mitigation services
(Qiu et al. 2018). Forest protection could serve as one intervention that prevents the Amazon from shifting
towards a more fire-prone ecosystem (Malhi et al. 2009).
The Brazilian government had protected roughly 28% of the Amazon by 2018, just short of their
National Aichi target of 30% protection by 2020. The amount needed to manage their current protection
is roughly US $ 464 million; however, the annual budget from 2010 to 2014 covered just under 30% of
these costs (Pacheco, Neves, and Fernandes 2018). Limited conservation budgets for existing PAs and
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plans to expand PA networks highlight the need to know if this intervention results in desired
environmental and human well-being outcomes. On top of limited conservation budgets, conservation
progress in Brazil has reversed, attributed to the Brazilian administration’s recent shift away from
conservation enforcement and public perception of relaxed environmental regulations (Ionova 2020;
Hope 2019). The current Brazilian administration has gradually removed protection and sought to lessen
the ability to create new PAs and indigenous territories (Abessa, Famá, and Buruaem 2019; Keles et al.
2020). This action not only endangers conservation goals but has local and global climate implications as
conversion will release substantial amounts of greenhouse gases (Van Der Werf et al. 2009). While in
certain situations, the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic may have reduced air pollution and resulting mortality
(Chen et al. 2020), this is not the case in Brazil. The Brazilian Minister of the Environment, Ricardo Salles,
in April 2020, said openly that the international media attention on COVID-19 is an opportunity to roll
back environmental regulations in the Amazon (VejapontoCom 2020). The combination of relaxed
enforcement and rising unemployment increases incentives for land clearing by both rural landowners
and opportunistic land speculators (Troëng, Barbier, and Rodríguez 2020; United Nations 2020). These
factors contributed to the twelve-year peak in deforestation and accompanying fires in 2020 (Spring and
Paraguassu 2020). These recent actions emphasize the need for examinations of PA impacts on air
pollution and local respiratory health.
Respiratory diseases represent one link between disease burdens and conditions in our
surrounding environments. Air pollution exposure is related to aggravation of respiratory conditions such
as asthma, and pneumonia, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease - COPD (Liang et al. 2019; Sarnat
et al. 2012; Nicolussi et al. 2014; World Health Organization 2016). Pneumonia and COPD combined cause
4 million deaths each year, and 334 million people have asthma globally (European Respiratory Society
2017). For respiratory diseases in the Amazon, this burden primarily lands on children, the elderly, the
impoverished, and indigenous people (Ignotti et al. 2010; Rocha and Sant’anna 2020). The combination
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of relaxed environmental enforcement and increased drought events caused by climate change will
increase this burden. The potential that Amazonian PAs networks could play a role in reducing this burden
makes this a particularly well-timed thesis during the current COVID-19 respiratory pandemic as air
pollution is also associated with increased mortality risks of novel infectious diseases such as SARS and
COVID-19 (Cui et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2020).

PA IMPACT LITERATURE
Causal Evidence of PA Impacts
The PA impact literature has just begun to estimate causal impacts inspired by the evidence-based
movement (Ferraro and Pattanayak 2006; Ferraro and Hanauer 2014b). Attention has focused on nonrandom location bias, the tendency of PA assignment towards lands with lower conversion pressures, and
economic activity (DeFries et al. 2005; Andam et al. 2008; L. N. Joppa and Pfaff 2009; L. Joppa and Pfaff
2010). This tendency means that differences between my outcomes, air pollution, and respiratory health
with and without protection could reflect differences between areas selected for the establishment of
PAs rather than the PA assignment itself. The most common method to establish causal impacts in this
literature uses matching methods. Researchers use data on observable differences between protected
and unprotected areas and match “similar” sites to make apples-to-apples comparisons on their outcomes
of interest. The assumption is that the observable differences are enough to remove the non-random
location bias. I choose instead to perform panel data analysis with municipality, month and year fixed
effects to remove identification concerns about unobserved differences between municipalities with
varying levels of Protected Area coverage. Additionally, I measure separate effects for protection in an
upwind direction and use protection in the downwind direction as my control effect. I limit my literature
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review to only studies that acknowledge and explicitly seek to remove location biases by comparing
outcomes within PAs with “similar,” unprotected areas.

PAs and Land Cover
There is growing albeit contested global evidence for the actual effectiveness of PAs at reducing
land cover change. Early research was encouraged by the increasing availability of satellite-based
observations of land cover changes as a proxy for biodiversity preservation outcomes. A global countrylevel study found protected areas reduced land conversion in 67 to 75 percent of countries studied (L. N.
Joppa and Pfaff 2011). Researchers estimated Protected Areas in Costa Rica saved 10% of protected
forests from deforestation (Andam et al. 2008). Sims (2014) found increased forest cover, 17-22%, and
forest patch size, 20-30%, in Thailand. Other studies in tropical ecosystems have found overall
deforestation reductions in China, Peru, and Columbia (Yang et al. 2019; Miranda et al. 2016; Negret et
al. 2020). However, others have been skeptical to conclude that their estimations are causal due to
unobserved differences in protected and unprotected locations (Blackman, Pfaff, and Robalino 2015).
Protected Areas in Brazil have also proven to impact land cover outcomes, but the effectiveness
depends on where and when the PA was assigned. The 2004 to 2006 expansion of PAs in Brazil was
estimated to be responsible for 37% of the total reduction in deforestation (Soares-Filho et al. 2010). After
disaggregating by protection types and deforestation pressure, all levels of protection reduced
deforestation with stricter protection resulting in more avoided deforestation (Nolte et al. 2013). In Para,
a state within the Amazon Biome, Federal and indigenous lands avoided 5.5% and 2.2% of deforestation
within their borders (Herrera, Pfaff, and Robalino 2019). Impacts on internal deforestation rates depend
on where they are sited. PAs within high-pressure areas are more effective than those within lower
pressure areas (Pfaff, Robalino, Sandoval, et al. 2015; Nolte et al. 2013). And PAs farthest from road
networks result in lower effectiveness (Barber et al. 2014; Soares-Filho et al. 2010). PAs overall, and
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specifically strict PAs, are becoming more and more isolated from deforestation pressures and are
therefore showing lesser impacts on land cover. Strict PAs designated between 2000 and 2005 were more
likely to be placed in high-pressure areas than in more recent periods (Nolte et al. 2013). PAs established
before 2000 caused a 2.3% reduction in avoided deforestation and PAs created in the 2004 to 2008 period
a little less than 1.5% (Pfaff, Robalino, Herrera, et al. 2015). The difference in avoided deforestation for
correlational and causal estimates was 16% in 2001-2004, 42% in 2005-2008, and 92% in 2009-2014 (Jusys
2018). PA effectiveness in the Brazilian Amazon predictably follows trends in assignment location. PA
assignment is therefore increasingly non-random. Assignment trends indicate that as Brazil’s PA network
grows, there is less land that can be protected at low development opportunity costs; when applied to
these areas, it is the least effective at achieving conservation goals.

PAs and Human Wellbeing
Given that PAs are prolific globally and their designation costly building an evidence base for PAs
impacts human well-being outcomes. One potential concern is the opportunity cost PAs place on landuse decisions by decreasing income opportunities for local populations. The poorest and most vulnerable
communities that rely on the land for income and wealth generation could be made worse off (Ferraro
and Hanauer 2014a). One of the main arguments by policymakers and local communities against any
conservation effort is opportunity costs to development, unintended poverty exacerbation, or population
displacement (Holmes 2007; Coad et al. 2008; Keles et al. 2020). These arguments are highly contested
but represent a legitimate concern for protection. PAs represent a significant investment in conservation
and could result in ineffective, inequitable, or inefficient outcomes for local populations. Ideally,
policymakers should weigh if the potential negative impacts justify their potential benefits. In Brazil, PA
coverage has not yet shown a negative impact on socioeconomic indicators such as municipal GDP or
poverty exacerbation (Kauano et al. 2020; Ferraro and Hanauer 2011), but conservation and human well-
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being outcomes represent tradeoffs between these two goals (Ferraro and Hanauer 2011). The broader
questions remain. What are potential socioeconomic benefits supplied by PAs? Are PA benefits to
conservation and human well-being goals worth their costs?
In response to these questions, researchers have examined impacts on poverty alleviation
inequality, incomes, and wealth (Andam et al. 2010; Sims 2010; Ferraro and Hanauer 2011; CanavireBacarreza and Hanauer 2013; Agrawal 2014; Miranda et al. 2016; Keane et al. 2020). Differences in
outcomes between treated and untreated locations in this context are likely biased toward worse human
well-being outcomes since PAs tend towards areas with higher poverty and lower economic potential
(Fisher and Christopher 2007). Nonetheless, Andam et al. (2010) estimated a 1.4-point reduction in a
poverty index in Costa Rica and Thailand for districts with 10% PA coverage. Further examination into this
dataset indicated that reductions depend on where the PA is sited. The best conservation and poverty
alleviation locations do not frequently overlap (Ferraro and Hanauer 2011). For example, PAs sited on
suitable agricultural land results in the most avoided deforestation and resulted in the least poverty
alleviation.
There is a growing body of evidence that PAs can improve human welfare through increasing
economic opportunities from increased tourism activity. Evidence of poverty alleviation comes from
countries with strong tourism industries such as Costa Rica and Thailand (Andam et al. 2010; Sims 2010),
especially near tourism centers such as national parks (Sims 2010). In Nepal, PAs alleviated extreme
poverty and inequality even in areas with less tourism, and high tourism areas did not see increases in
inequality (den Braber, Evans, and Oldekop 2018). A global evaluation of the local impacts of PAs on
human well-being found positive wealth effects from tourism and speculated additional benefits through
direct use and income generation from local PA access (Naidoo et al. 2019). Recent evidence in the
Amazon indicates positive economic benefits from PA investment in tourism while supporting
conservation goals (do Val Simardi Beraldo Souza et al. 2019). Two crucial takeaways from this literature
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are PA impacts differ significantly by country and PA location. PA impact estimates depend on potential
mechanisms such as tourism, migration, and infrastructure (Ferraro and Hanauer 2014a). It is not easy to
make general conclusions about local human well-being benefits.

PAs and Human Health
Given the deficiency and challenges of estimating PA impacts on land degradation and human
well-being, it is no surprise that the literature estimating effects on human health is modest. I was only
able to identify three studies. The first of these was a case study of one Indonesian PA finding an expected
reduction in diarrheal cases by 2,600 (Pattanayak and Wendland 2007). A larger-scale correlational study
in the Legal Amazon, where researchers examined diarrhea, acute respiratory infections - ARIs, and
malaria outcomes in children. The authors found that protection type matters. Strict PA coverage was
associated with reduced incidence of all three diseases, but sustainable use coverage was associated with
substantially increased malaria incidence (Bauch et al. 2015). In Cambodia, researchers confirm similar
evidence in children, finding decreased diarrhea and ARIs, but not fevers, presumably including malaria,
from increased PA coverage within 15km of a village (Pienkowski et al. 2017). These diseases were likely
chosen due to being representative of substantial childhood disease burdens with environmental causes
(Prüss-Üstün and Corvalán 2007; Neira and Prüss-Ustün 2016).
In the Amazon and Cambodia studies, authors speculated the relationship between PAs and
respiratory infections occurs through biomass smoke exposure. Bauch et al. (2015) found a 0.04 standard
deviation reduction in ARIs from more PA coverage within a municipality. In Cambodia, a 10-percentage
point increase in PA coverage within 15km was associated with a 3.4% decrease in childhood ARIs. These
results encourage a causal examination of PA policy impacts on biomass smoke exposures and respiratory
outcomes across a longer time frame.
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Although the PA to respiratory health literature is limited, separate bodies of work connect PAs
to fires, and another relates fires to health outcomes. First, in this chain, evidence for PA impacts on fires
in Latin America and the Amazon is mixed. The average fire density in the Amazon is 3.7 to 9.4 times
greater inside reserves when compared to the surrounding buffer zone (D. Nepstad et al. 2006). However,
concerns about causal inference from this study have been raised (Carmenta et al. 2016). The same factors
important in the land cover literature, such as proximity to roads and centers of deforestation pressure,
play a significant role in estimating PA impacts on fires. PAs of all types are associated with reduced fire
occurrences relative to surrounding areas (Adeney, Christensen, and Pimm 2009). Another study found
PAs reduced fire incidence in Latin America by 2.7 to 16.5 percentage points. Estimating fire incidence
impacts also depended upon the designation period, reflecting more significant differences between
protected and unprotected areas over time in the Amazon (Nelson and Chomitz 2011). Carmenta et al.
(2016) found that pre-protection differences in sustainable use areas explained fire density rather than
the causal impact. The debate on whether PAs impact fires by their designation rather than by their nonrandom assignment is not settled. This work hopes to build upon these studies to briefly examine the
mechanism from PAs to air quality through prevailing winds before looking at the effects between PAs
and respiratory diseases.
The second part of the causal chain, fires, pollution, and respiratory health in tropical regions
globally, has been examined primarily in southern Asia and Brazil. Findings in southeast Asia reliably show
increased respiratory illness and symptoms from fires in Indonesia (Aditama 2000; Frankenberg, McKee,
and Thomas 2005) and increased respiratory hospitalizations in Singapore (Lavaine 2014; Sheldon and
Sankaran 2017). Studies in Brazil have shown that population exposure to air pollution increases acute
respiratory diseases (Ignotti et al. 2010; do Carmo, Alves, and Hacon 2013). This relationship is becoming
more heavily studied in Brazil due to the recent risks of drought aggravated wildfires and increased
respiratory hospitalizations during drought events. (Smith et al. 2014; Machado-Silva et al. 2020). The
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most recent examination Rocha and Sant’anna (2020), explicitly tries to remove the confounded
relationship between fire and economic activity by using fixed effects and exogenous changes in wind
direction. In doing this, they can establish a plausible causal connection between biomass burning, PM2.5,
and health outcomes apart from economic activity. I adopt a similar methodology to this and Rangel and
Vogl (2019) although I focus on respiratory disease hospitalizations rather than birth outcomes.

Contributions
Human health impacts represent the latest frontier in PA evaluation literature. A 2016 review of
the empirical evidence of health impacts of PAs found less than 2% of rigorous PA impact studies examine
health outcomes even though PAs dominate conservation interventions (McKinnon et al. 2016). Reviews
of empirical studies of conservation intervention impact often acknowledge a belief in positive health
impacts from PAs, calling for more robust empirical evidence to back this claim (Pullin et al. 2013;
Whitmee et al. 2015). This work seeks to provide some of that evidence. In my thesis, I hope to assess
the causal impacts of PA presence on air quality and resulting respiratory hospitalizations in Brazil’s
Amazon biome. Through this, I will try to connect the causal chain by answering, “Does PA coverage
impact air quality?” before answering, “Does PA coverage affect respiratory disease hospitalizations?” My
results address the large gap in understanding the role a conservation policy can play in improving human
health, illuminating PAs’ potential for achieving conservation and human health goals. My results could
apply to the broader tropical regions, encouraging more research into tropical areas threatened by
increasing fire risks from agricultural development and global climate change.
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PAs, PM2.5 AND RESPIRATORY HOSPITALIZATIONS: METHODS & DATA
I compiled a panel dataset of roughly 80,964 observations (13 years * 12 months * 519
municipalities). Outcomes of interest include median PM 2.5 concentration and respiratory disease
hospitalizations. Weather conditions include temperature, rainfall, humidity, and prevailing wind
direction, all of which, including PM 2.5, were obtained from Brazil’s Integrated Health Environmental
Information System (SISAM) developed by the National Institute of Space Research (INPE). Socioeconomic
conditions are municipal estimates for GDP, population, and population density. After controlling for
these factors, I focus on the impacts of protected areas within 100 km of the municipal seat on monthly
municipal outcomes. Descriptive statistics used in this analysis are described in Table 1; primary outcomes
and explanatory variables are separated by the fire season and the rest of the year. The goal is to estimate
the causal effect of nearby protected areas on air quality and hospitalizations over time, especially during
the fire season.

Data
Respiratory Disease Hospitalizations:
Respiratory disease hospitalizations were aggregated to a monthly panel from 2006 to 2018 for
the 516 to 519 municipalities within the Amazon Biome. I obtained hospitalizations from Brazil’s Sistema
de Informações Hospitalares, SIH/SUS (DataSUS), a database of all hospitalizations covered by SUS, Brazil’s
publicly funded health care system (Castro et al. 2019; Rocha and Sant’anna 2020). Municipality by month
respiratory hospitalizations were created based on the month of admission and the municipality of
residence, ensuring the broadest spatial coverage and the likely site of exposure to wildfire smoke (Smith
et al. 2014; Machado-Silva et al. 2020). Hospitalizations are coded based on the International Classification
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of Diseases version 10 (ICD-10), primary diagnosis codes J00-J99 were used to classify diseases of the
respiratory system.
Respiratory diseases show substantial seasonal variation and an overall downward trend.
Hospitalizations rise from March to May corresponding to the end of the rainy season and display a
smaller secondary peak corresponding to rising fire usage and fine particulate matter concentrations
before the rainy season, July, August, and September. This graph provides some evidence that increases
in fire activity are associated with increased respiratory disease hospitalizations in some areas. Monthly
hospitalizations peaked in 2007 at 19,577, corresponding to the worst fire and air quality year over the
period. Since 2010 hospitalizations trend downward, settling after 2016 at around 11,000 respiratory
hospitalizations per month. Respiratory disease hospitalizations are relatively rare events and occur at an
average monthly rate of roughly 55 per 100,000 people. The variation in the total number of
hospitalizations over time within the Amazon Biome is depicted in Figure 1. The between municipality
variation is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Time Series of total respiratory disease hospitalizations within the Amazon Biome. Respiratory disease hospitalizations
are seasonal, with peaks at the end of the rainy season followed by a smaller peak at the end of the dry season that corresponds
to the fire season, July, August, and September.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of time average respiratory hospitalization rates. Depicts a strong spatial trend with hospitalization
rates in the south/eastern region being substantially higher than in the north/west region. The municipality Jacareacanga in
blue influences hospitalization rate estimates as IGBE estimates drop from 40,000 residents to 8 over the period. The population
estimates for this municipality are unreliable and therefore dropped from the analysis.

Fine Particulate Matter, PM2.5
I use fine particulate matter, PM2.5, (μg/m3 ) estimates at the municipal seat for 6 hour periods
extracted from CAMS-Reanalysis Model and NASA’s MERRA-2 satellite. The degree to which cloud cover
and other meteorological conditions bias these estimates is a common source of concern for MERRA 2
satellite-derived PM2.5 concentrations (He et al. 2019). To limit the influence of severely outlying
measurements, I aggregated monthly measures based on monthly median concentrations instead of
monthly means. Even with median measures, the maximum recorded concentration reaches 848 (μg/m3
), which is 84.8 times the WHO recommendation for average annual mean PM2.5 pollution of 10 (μg/m3). I
could not determine how plausible this observation was, but anything above 250 (μg/m3) is considered
highly hazardous to health. I suspect this observation results from cloud cover and not an actual PM2.5
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concentration. Because I estimated models with between 19,000 and 59,000 observations, I was less
concerned about outlying observations.
Air pollution in the Amazon Biome is strongly related to deforestation fires and agricultural
activity in the months before the rainy season. Fire activity occurs mainly in July, August, and September,
corresponding to the seasonal rise and peak in PM2.5 in September. Substantial spikes occur during the
fire seasons in 2007 and 2010, corresponding to extreme drought and El Niño warming events,
respectively. All other years center around the monthly average of 14 mg/m3. The monthly average
median PM2.5 concentrations for the region is displayed in Figure 2. The averages for the fire season and
the rest of the year are shown in Table 1.
Amazon Biome PM 2.5 Concentrations
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Figure 2: Time Series of the median municipal PM 2.5 concentration for all municipalities. PM 2.5 shows strong seasonal variation
peaking during the fire season July, August, and September. The year 2007 is noted as being among the worst fire seasons.
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Wind
Municipality measures of wind direction are the estimated prevailing wind direction at the municipal seat
every 6 hours. I converted wind directions to dummy variables equal to one depending on where the
observation would be classified for eight cardinal directions, north-north-east, east-north-east... I
aggregated monthly data by dividing the dummies by the total number of non-missing observations and
then multiplying this proportion by the number of days each month for each of the eight wind directions.
This calculation is shown below for the estimated east-north-east wind days.

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑡 = (

𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡
) ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡

The resulting observation is the expected number of days, 24 hour periods, in each month, the wind was
coming from each direction. The typical wind days in each direction are shown in Table 1. East-north-east
is the dominant wind direction with an average of 11.9 days, and the least common wind direction is in
the opposite direction west-south-west with an average of 0.6 days.

Protected Areas
I obtained shapefiles of PA boundaries from the Chico Mendes Institute for Biodiversity
Conservation (ICMBio) for the years 2002 to 2018. To establish a measure of the area of the protected
area nearby, I drew 100km geodesic buffers surrounding each of the 519 municipal seats for each year. I
chose the municipal seat as the center of the buffer. The municipal seat likely represents the most
population-dense area in the municipality and is the point location of my PM2.5, wind, and weather
observations. PAs near a municipal seat area are inherently less isolated due to roads near the municipal
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seat. Using the seat instead of the centroid handles some of the heterogenous impacts due to isolation
from economic activity. The resulting treatment is protected area coverage near the seat over time.
The primary changes in PA coverage occur from 2002 to 2006, and relatively small changes in
coverage occur from 2007 to 2018, shown in Figure 1 of the appendix. Since there are only a few
municipalities with changing PA coverage, I do not examine PAs designated after 2006. These small
changes are known to tend towards more isolated areas. When applied to non-isolated regions, they tend
to be smaller, therefore, likely to have an outsized impact on results (Pfaff et al. 2009; Robalino, Pfaff, and
Villalobos 2017). I estimate two models of changing PA coverage. The first model exploited changing
treatment during the 2002 to 2006 period, shown in Figure 1. The second used fixed 2006 PA coverage
boundaries, shown in Figure 2, and exploits variation in effects of PAs in either the up or downwind
direction in each month and municipality. Variation in PA coverage only originates from changing wind
direction and not changing PA assignment over time.
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Change in Protected Area Coverage (km2) within 100km of Municipal Seat, 2002 to 2006
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Figure 3: Shows the spatial distribution of changes, in PA coverage within 100km, PA coverage 2006 – PA Coverage 2002, mapped
onto municipal boundaries.
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Protected Area Coverage (km2) within 100km of Municipal Seat, 2006
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Figure 4: Shows the spatial distribution of 2006 PA coverage within 100km of the municipal seat mapped onto municipal
boundaries.

Figure 3 shows that most municipalities did not experience any changes in nearby PA coverage
from 2002 to 2006, and the changes occurred in the center of the Amazon Biome. The south and eastern
areas overlap with the “arc of deforestation” and largely did not experience changes in Protected Areas.
Highlighting that PAs are often assigned to areas without active conversion, lower agricultural and
deforestation activity, and are therefore not comparable to areas without increasing PA coverage.
Figure 4 depicts PA coverage as of 2006 within 100km of the municipal seat. Overall PA coverage
near a municipality in the whole region shows less of a spatial trend and more substantial spatial variation.
Municipalities within the “arc of deforestation” are also less likely to have nearby 2006 PA coverage.
Substantially more protected areas surround more isolated municipalities in the north and central regions.
Both treatment measures, changing PA coverage assignments and overall 2006 coverage, are
susceptible to non-random treatment assignments. Areas with increasing coverage are different in
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economic activity and deforestation pressures, likely affecting PM2.5 and respiratory hospitalization
outcomes.

Protected Areas and Wind Interaction

Figure 5: Depicts a daily measure of upwind area of protected area for the municipality Boda do Acre. Daily observations were
then averaged to obtain an average monthly estimate of upwind protection.

To reduce non-random treatment bias, I sort nearby protected areas by direction and interact the
directional coverage with prevailing winds. PAs are non-randomly assigned based on factors such as local
economic activity nearby, but protection assignment is not decided based on wind orientation relative to
the municipal seat. I sorted PA coverage within the 100km of a municipal seat into octants corresponding
to eight wind directions. These areas are then interacted with the wind day observations to establish a
monthly average of upwind and downwind PA coverage. The upwind PA*wind interaction directly relates
to the expected air movement from upwind to downwind areas. In contrast, the PA*downwind interaction
represents the treatment not expected to influence upwind outcomes, in effect a control treatment.
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Downwind PA area therefore controls for unobservable factors that are correlated with PA coverage and
health outcomes but do not have a causal impact though air quality.
To obtain monthly upwind and downwind protection measures, I interact monthly changes in
wind directions with corresponding PA coverage. Monthly municipal measures of upwind protection are
monthly averages, created by multiplying PA area within each direction by the number of days the wind
originated from that directional octant. The simulated upwind average is shown below.

𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 =

(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑛𝑤𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑡 )
𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑡

I calculated the corresponding downwind area by multiplying the coverage area in each octant by the
number of wind days in the opposite octant.

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 =

(𝑠𝑠𝑤𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝐴𝑖 ∗ 𝑛𝑛𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑡 )
𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑡

The resulting calculations create a simulated estimate of the average daily area of PAs upwind
and downwind within a given month. Protected areas in a more frequent prevailing wind direction are
given more weight in the upwind average. Conversely, PAs in a less common prevailing wind is given more
weight in the downwind average. The monthly changes in these interactions are crucial to estimating the
causal impact of PA coverage on air quality and respiratory hospitalizations. Figure 4 depicts the timeaverage PA coverage in the upwind and downwind direction mapped onto municipal boundaries. The
time-average controls for overall nearby PA coverage, and the variation comes from changing wind
patterns from more or less protected regions relative to this value.
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Average Daily, 2006 Upwind Protected Area Coverage (km2)

Downwind Protected Area Coverage (km2)
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Figure 6: Depicts the spatial distribution of time average for each municipality's PA*wind interaction.

Socioeconomic Controls:
I obtained yearly Socioeconomic data such as population and GDP from the Brazilian
government’s Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). IGBE collected census data in the years 2000
and 2010. The in-between years are imputed linearly by the IGBE. Population density was calculated by
dividing the municipal population by the municipal area. Population density controls for urbanization as
municipalities with increasing population density are likely more urban. Therefore, they reflect the
benefits of health-related infrastructure such as electricity and public sewage. Population is used as an
exposure variable to control for the expected number of people within a municipality that could be
hospitalized each month, allowing me to estimate a municipal rate response per 100,000 people. Changes
in municipal population and GDP also enter as controls since changing population and economic activity
are likely to correlate with public health, wealth, and education, affecting the expected municipal
hospitalization rate.
The yearly municipality population for the municipality Jacareacanga varied from 8 to 41,487 from
2006 to 2018. At the same time, the average annual respiratory hospitalizations range from approximately
5 to 12. I suspect a data entry issue that dramatically impacts estimated hospitalization rates, as shown in
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blue in Figure 2. I dropped all observations of this municipality from the analysis due to unreliable
population estimates.

TABLE 1: SUMMARY STATISTICS
Response Variables

Explanatory
Variables

Variable
Respiratory
Hospitalizations
- Fire season
- Rest of year

Obs
80592

Mean
24.34

Std. Dev.
66.51

Min
0

Max
1721

20148
60444

22.66
24.90

58.71
68.90

0
0

1428
1721

Circulatory
Hospitalizations
- Fire season
- Rest of year
Median PM 2.5
- Fire season
- Rest of year
Area of protected area
(km2) within 100 km in
2006
(expected per octant)

80592

11.38

37.15

0

786

20148
60444
78768
19692
59076
519

11.43
11.36
14.39
19.29
12.76
5206
(651)

37.14
37.16
17.77
33.20
6.59
5781.76

0
0
1.7
1.7
2.3
0

786
742
848.18
848.18
99.45
26972
(3,372)

Upwind area of protected
area (km2)

80964

691.07

948.53

0

4061.55

Fire season
Rest of year

20241
60723

680.50
694.60

937.32
952.22

0
0

4052.81
4061.55

Downwind area of
protected area (km2)

80964

589.82

854.20

0

4116.95

- Fire season
- Rest of year
NNE days
ENE days
ESE days
SSE days
SSW days
WSW days
WNW days
NNW days
Average Humidity (%)
Average Temp (°C)
Rainfall total (mm)
Average Rainfall (mm)
GDP

20241
60723
80964
80964
80964
80964
80964
80964
80964
80964
78768
78768
78768
78768
80880

608.34
583.64
5.76
11.88
4.91
2.05
.91
.62
1.22
2.91
83.55
26.45
148.5
4.91
592108.42

870.41
848.64
3.78
7.94
4.46
2.77
1.32
.91
1.75
3.59
10.622
1.368
133.853
4.45
3120183.7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
29.3
20.675
0
0
10429.699

Population
Population density
(people/km2)

80892
80880

39543.47
30.443

121820.4
157.07

8.899
0

4052.58
4116.95
26
31
27
18
19
10
12
24
98.54
32.19
1714
55.29
7819232
1
2145444
2762.36

-

Wind direction
(Prevailing winds)

Weather

Socioeconomic
(Municipal)
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Methods
I am answering the primary question: Do Protected Areas impact respiratory disease incidence in
the Amazon Biome? In this, we expect substantial unobserved treatment biases. One known bias comes
from PA assignments in areas not likely to face deforestation pressure. These areas would likely
experience less fire usage and less air pollution regardless of a nearby PA. The second unobserved bias
arises from the absence of observable socio-economic correlations between PA assignment and health
outcomes. The data shows that areas with lower PA coverage also correspond to municipalities with
higher respiratory hospitalization rates. I used two different estimation approaches; the first is estimating
changes in treatment and outcomes with fixed effects for the same municipality across time. The second
used prevailing wind direction to estimate a treatment effect, upwind protection, and control effect,
downwind protection.

Fixed Effects Analysis
The first part of the analysis examines outcomes from changing PA coverage assignments
measured across time for each municipality, so it is feasible to measure results before and after changes
in PA coverage. The outcome differences for a municipality with increasing protection could be compared
to the change in outcomes without protection, the counterfactual. The basic panel model for a
municipality is shown in equation (1). The subscripts 𝑖 and 𝑡, represent the municipality-by-month
observations.
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝛃𝐤 𝒁𝒊𝒌𝒕 + 𝑚𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡 .
(1)
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 represents my outcomes of interest, air pollution, and respiratory diseases. 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡
is the area of protected areas assigned within 100km, 𝒁𝒊𝒌𝒕 is a vector of all observable municipality
weather and socioeconomic characteristics, (𝑚𝑡 ) is the average monthly outcome for all municipalities to
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account for seasonal variation, (𝛾𝑡 ) is the year-month outcome for all municipalities capturing overall
trends, (𝛼𝑖 ) is the average outcome for a municipality across all periods. The latter is known as the
municipality fixed effect and captures all unobserved time-invariant variables such as environmental and
demographics factors that affect the level of outcomes for a given municipality but do not vary
substantially over time. The term 𝑢𝑖𝑡 represents the error term and includes all other time-variant factors
not observed.
The association between PA assignment and unobserved factors is expected to not equal zero,
even after controlling for my limited observable variables, 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 , 𝛼𝑖 ) ≠ 0, or
𝐸[𝛼𝑖 |𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 ] ≠ 0. I expect the correlation between unobserved variables, the treatment, and
outcomes of interest not to be random in the cross-section, confounding estimates of PA impacts. I use
fixed effects estimation to establish a more credible counterfactual by only comparing the changes in
outcomes with and without PA coverage relative to the mean value over the study period eliminating
some of the level differences between treated and untreated municipalities. The fixed-effects model
subtracts all observed municipality values from their mean value over the period, leaving only estimations
for the changes relative to time mean overtime and not overall levels. The key assumption in fixed effects
is the parallel trends assumption: the change in outcomes for unprotected municipalities provides a good
estimation for what would have occurred in treated municipalities had they not been treated. The panel
model shown in equation (1) in its time demeaned form is shown in equation (2)
(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 )
= 𝛽1 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖 ) + 𝛾̅𝑡 + ̅̅̅̅
𝑚𝑡 + ∑δk (𝒁𝑖𝑘𝑡 − ̅̅̅̅̅
𝒁𝒊𝒌𝒕 ) + (𝑢𝑖𝑡 − 𝑢̅𝑖 )
(2)
The advantage of fixed effects estimation is the removal of unobservable characteristics that
determine the average outcome for a municipality across time, 𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼̅𝑖 = 0. The estimations for
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regression coefficients, 𝛽1 is therefore unbiased even if 𝐸[𝛼𝑖 |𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 , 𝒛𝒊𝒕 … 𝒛𝒊𝑻 ] ≠ 0. This
partially relaxes the assumption of no omitted variables required to make causal estimate claims.
Concerns for fixed-effects analysis, in this case, are changing patterns of PA assignment over time
and the lack of variation in the designation PAs after 2006. The first concern comes from the increasing
targeting of PAs to marginal lands (DeFries et al. 2005; Jusys 2018), such that the areas with and without
PA assignments are more different in ways that impact not only overall levels in outcomes but also the
changes in outcomes, 𝐶𝑜𝑣(Δ𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 , Δ𝑢𝑖𝑡 ) ≠ 0. This violates the parallel trend assumption since
areas with changes in protection and those without changes in protection do not have comparable
changes in outcomes. The second comes from the need for adequate variation in assignment to compare
impacts before and after treatment. Figure 1 of the Appendix depicts the percentage of municipal areas
under protection from 2000 to 2015 and shows little to no change after 2006. If we consider equation (2),
but now the explanatory variable no longer varies over time, the estimate will not have enough variation
to explain a treatment effect. For a municipality in period 𝑡, the protected area coverage is very similar to
its later value in period 𝑠, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 ≈ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑠 . Any observed value of
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 after 2006 will very close to the average over the period, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑖𝑡 . The time
demeaned value for each will be very close to zero, (𝑃𝐴𝑖𝑡 − ̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃𝐴𝑖 ) ≈ 0.
(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 − ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 ) = 𝛽1 (≈ 0) + 𝛾̅𝑡 + ∑δk (𝒁𝑖𝑘𝑡 − ̅̅̅̅
𝒁𝒊𝒌 ) + (𝑢𝑖𝑡 − 𝑢̅𝑖 )
This lack of variation will not allow our model to obtain a “good” estimate of the within municipality
treatment effect, 𝛽1 . Since this is my treatment variable, I induce variation in PA influence by interacting
the PA area as of 2006 with exogenous changes in prevailing wind direction to establish separate effects
for upwind and downwind PA coverage on outcomes.
This identification also handles the violation of the parallel trends assumption. The treatment
effect is the change in monthly outcomes for more protected upwind areas relative to less protected
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upwind areas for a given month. The control effect is the difference in monthly outcomes for more
protected downwind areas relative to less protected downwind areas for a given month. Treatment and
control effects will capture the overall difference between areas with and without PAs. Only the effect of
changing upwind PA coverage will contain the impact of PAs on air pollution. The difference in these
effects captures a credible causal treatment effect since wind direction is not related to socioeconomic
treatment confounders.

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝛃𝐰 𝒁𝒊𝒘𝒕 + ∑𝜷𝒔 𝑿𝒊𝒔𝒕 + 𝜶𝒊 + 𝜏𝑡 +
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡
(3)
The terms 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 now represent separate effects for upwind and downwind PAs on outcomes.
The research assumption I am testing is whether upwind PAs impact air quality and respiratory
hospitalizations differently than downwind PAs depending on prevailing winds in a given month. The
treatment decision, for example, decided based on the economic activity in the area, should apply
similarly for both up and downwind areas. Therefore the confounded treatment effects, unobserved
differences between “protected” and “unprotected” areas should appear equally on average for up and
downwind PAs. The effects of downwind PAs estimate this bias exclusively. Downwind areas are subject
to similar treatment bias but are not expected to influence upwind air quality. The treatment effect for
the presence of downwind coverage, 𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 is assumed to equal zero since downwind areas do
not influence upwind air quality. The treatment bias is the difference between the unobserved
counterfactual outcome, what would have occurred without protection, minus the observed outcome
without protection.
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𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠

̂2 = ⏞
𝛽
𝐸[𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒(𝑢𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)|𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑] − 𝐸[𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒(𝑢𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑)|𝑢𝑛𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑]
= 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
The estimated effect of upwind coverage will equal the causal effect of upwind PAs on air quality
and treatment bias. The estimate of the effect of upwind protection is decomposed below.
̂1 = 𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝛽
̂1 − 𝛽
̂2 will subtract out treatment bias leaving only the causal
The estimated differential effect 𝛽
impact of Protected Areas on outcomes related to air movement from upwind areas to the municipal seat.
Stated explicitly,
̂ ̂
𝐴𝑇𝑇̂
𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝛽1 − 𝛽2
Since the differential association only contains PA impacts on air quality, I interpret this as the overall
effect of protected areas on air quality and resulting respiratory illnesses.

Estimation
I estimated the differential effect of up and downwind protected areas on two outcomes,
hospitalizations, and PM concentrations, with a Pseudo Poisson Maximum Likelihood (PPML) regression.
In both cases, outcomes were nonnegative and over dispersed. I preferred this estimation due to the strict
distributional assumptions required on transformed dependent variables and issues with zeros in
observed outcomes. The Pseudo Poisson requires only the correct specification of the conditional mean
and reasonably models observations of zero, for example, no respiratory hospitalizations, with maximum
likelihood estimation (Motta 2019). Simulation studies confirm in the presence of heteroskedasticity, loglinear OLS estimates are biased, even after controlling for Fixed Effects. On the other hand, Poisson models
are robust to heteroskedasticity (C Santos Silva and Tenreyro 2006). A recently written package for Stata
combines PPML with High Dimensional Fixed Effects, enabling the inclusion of municipality and time fixed
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effects and their interactions (Correia, Guimarães, and Zylkin 2019). Fixed-effects interactions allow me
to control for heterogenous municipality seasonality.
The central research assumption that upwind PAs affect PM2.5 greater than downwind PAs is
examined using the following model estimated using the Pseudo Poisson regression.
𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝛅𝐰 𝒁𝒊𝒘𝒕 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑚𝑡 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡
(3)
The terms in the vector 𝒁𝒊𝒘𝒕 are average maximum temperature, relative humidity, number of days in the
wind blows from each direction, and population density. The terms 𝛼𝑖 ,𝑚𝑡 , and 𝛾𝑡 represent the expected
municipality, monthly, and year-month PM 2.5 concentrations. The municipality fixed effect accounts for
unobserved municipal differences in PM2.5 levels that do not vary over time. The month fixed effect
controls for the seasonal variation that applies to the entire region. Here I estimate the municipality fixed
effect and overall seasonality separately since all areas have similar seasonal variations, shown in Figure
7. The year-month FE adjusts the expected outcomes for the few fire seasons with abnormally high PM2.5
concentrations. The differential effect 𝛽1 − 𝛽2 will remove the remaining association between protected
areas and PM 2.5, serving as my estimate for the causal impact of protection on air pollution.
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Figure 7: Average PM2.5 by month of the year for grouped states by region, AM – Amazonas (east/central Amazon), MATO –
Maranhao & Tocantins (Southeast), MT -Mato Grasso (South), PAAP – Para & Amapa(north/central), ROAC – Rondonia & Acre
(Southwest), RR- Roraima (north).

I estimated the causal respiratory health impacts from upwind and downwind Protected Areas
with a similar model, including time-varying socioeconomic indicators, 𝑿𝒊𝒔𝒕, including changes in
population, population density, and municipal GDP that could affect respiratory hospitalization counts.
log(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡 ) = log(𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝛃𝐰 𝒁𝒊𝒘𝒕 +
𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝛼𝑖
∑𝜷𝒔 𝑿𝒊𝒔𝒕 + {𝑚 + 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡
𝑡

𝑖

(2)
The term (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) is the municipal population entering as an offset to estimate a hospitalization
rate response per the expected number of 100,000 people who could have been hospitalized in a
municipality in each month. The fixed effects interaction (𝑚𝑡 ∗ 𝛾𝑖 ) represents municipality-by-month-ofyear average hospitalization rate, controlling for municipality-specific seasonality in respiratory diseases
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since all areas do not experience a secondary respiratory disease season, shown in Figure 8. The
municipality-by-month-of-year estimates a municipality fixed effect for each month of the year. For
comparison, I also perform this specification with separate fixed effects, 𝑚𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖 , as was done with PM2.5
outcomes. The variable 𝛾𝑡 controls for the overall reduction in respiratory disease hospitalizations over
time. The treatment effect 𝛽1 − 𝛽2 will remove the overall association between protected areas and
hospitalizations and serve as my estimated causal impact of protection on hospitalizations related to the
movement of air pollution.
Amazon Biome Grouped States Seasonal Respiratory Hospitalizations Rate
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Figure 8: Counts of respiratory hospitalizations per 100,000 people by month of the year for grouped states by region, AM –
Amazonas (east/central Amazon), MATO – Maranhao & Tocantins (Southeast), MT -Mato Grasso (South), PAAP – Para &
Amapa(north/central), ROAC – Rondonia & Acre (Southwest), RR- Roraima (north). The states of Amazonas and Para cover the
largest area and contain the highest populations.
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RESULTS:
Changes in PA coverage assignment on Particulate Matter and Respiratory
Hospitalizations
Table 2 reports average marginal effects from the model shown in equation (1), examining the
primary expansion 2002-2006 in PA assignment within 100km of the municipal seat. I measure the
association between yearly changes in PA coverage assignment in any direction on expected monthly
changes in my response variables during the fire season. The overall association for PM2.5, Column 1, is
negative but not statistically significant, providing no evidence that PA assignment in any direction is
associated with lower changes in PM2.5 during the fire season.
Respiratory hospitalizations, Column 2, indicate a statistically significant association indicating
that areas with increasing PA assignments nearby are related to more respiratory hospitalizations during
the fire season. Areas with changes in PA assignment are not located in agricultural activity centers, such
as the arc of deforestation, where income generated from agriculture may be correlated with improved
resilience to environmental respiratory disease outcomes. The literature has observed changes in PAs
assignments over time towards more isolated areas (DeFries et al. 2005; Pfaff et al. 2009; Pfaff, Robalino,
Herrera, et al. 2015; Jusys 2018), but these areas also likely differ in unobserved characteristics. Therefore,
the difference between areas with PAs, the treatment, and areas without PAs, the control, is not constant
over time. This violates the parallel trend assumption required for causal estimates in fixed-effects
estimation. To limit the outsized impact of changes in PA assignment, I focus instead on the effects PAs
designated before 2006 and use exogenous changes in wind direction to test the assumption that upwind
PAs affect outcomes differently than downwind areas. The difference in these effects decouples the
overall relationship between unobserved socio-economic correlates and the treatment.
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TABLE 2: AVERAGE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF YEARLY CHANGES IN PA COVERAGE
WITHIN 100KM 2002-2006 ON FIRE SEASON OUTCOMES
(1)
(2)
PM 2.5
Respiratory
Concentration
Hospitalizations
s
Area of protected area (km2)

-0.00162
(-1.90)

0.00170***
(4.21)

Average humidity (%)

0.388**
(3.20)

-0.00307
(-0.04)

Average temperature (°C)

9.688***
(10.01)

0.470
(0.91)

Total rainfall (mm)

0.0491***
(4.18)

-0.00552
(-0.75)

Population Density (people/km2)

-0.147***
(-4.33)

0.0400
(1.66)

Population

-0.000604***
(-3.74)

Municipal GDP (R$ 1.000)

0.0000174***
(5.39)

Controls
Municipality FE
Yes
Yes
Month FE
Yes
Yes
Year Month FE
Yes
Yes
Observations
6186
5832
t statistics from robust standard errors parentheses* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Differential Effects of Protected Areas on Fine Particulate Matter
I use fixed effects and exogenous changes in wind direction to remove the correlation between
protection and socioeconomic characteristics within the buffer from impacts on air quality. I am assuming
that the interaction between wind direction and PA location is not systematically related to unobserved
differences within the buffer for the same municipality. The difference between these effects isolates the
causal effect due to the movement of air pollution, and I interpret this as a causal impact of PA coverage
on outcomes.
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Table 2 reports the average marginal effects (AME) from equation (3) under different
specifications. Column 1 examines the estimated impact of PAs wind orientation on PM2.5, without
municipality fixed effects, controlling for unobserved differences between municipalities that affect PA
coverage and PM2.5 levels with the downwind PA area. Here the estimated effect of upwind PAs is
significantly negative -0.00047*** and indicates no impact of downwind PAs -0.00010. After including
upwind protection, downwind protection includes no additional variation that explains outcome
differences. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the upwind and downwind protection for a
municipality is 0.32 (p-value ≈ 0). Since areas with protection in either direction correlate with lower
agricultural activity within their buffers, these estimates measure the same effect, the between
municipality associations of different regions with and without PAs on outcomes in the cross-section. The
highly significant differential effect here reflects improved air quality outcomes, -0.00037***, from
unobserved differences between areas with upwind protection, not the desired causal impact of
protection.
Column 2 instead controls for these unobserved differences with municipality fixed effects. Here
I compare the results of varying PA wind orientation to changes from their municipality average instead
of overall levels. Estimates of upwind and downwind protection are negative but not significant, indicating
that an increase in the monthly area of protected area upwind, -0.000493, is very similar in effect to
protected regions downwind, -0.000418. The differential effect is in the expected direction but is neither
statistically different from zero or very impactful in magnitude across the whole year.
Columns 1 & 2 differ most substantially in their estimation of downwind coverage, the control
effect that does not contain air quality impacts. This effect decreased from -0.00010 to -0.00041,
indicating that the variation between up and downwind areas on outcomes is reduced by comparing only
within municipality effects. This is due to less variation in outcomes within a municipality relative to the
variation between municipalities. Fixed effects estimation improves the control effect by comparing
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effects of changes from the time mean values, not overall levels between municipalities. I am primarily
interested in PA’s relationship with preventing nearby fires and improving air quality, so I estimate this
relationship on two subsamples, during the fire season, Column 3, and the rest of the year, Column 4.
During the fire season, increases in the average area protected area upwind result in statistically
significant lower monthly PM2.5 concentrations of 0.00206 μm/m3. The estimated effect of downwind area
of protected area increases concentrations by 0.00078 μm/m3 but provides no evidence of an association
different from zero. The difference between upwind and downwind effects is negative, confirming that
upwind PA coverage reduces PM2.5 by more than downwind areas. The effect of a 1,000 km2 increase in
upwind PAs resulted in a reduction of 2.8 μm/m3 relative to the mean fire season concentration of 23.8.
For the rest of year estimates, column 4, when fire activity is lower, the effect of upwind
protection is negative and significant, -0.00131 μm/m3, downwind protection effect is also negative and
significant -0.00031 μm/m3. The differential effect of a 1,000 km2, approximately one standard deviation,
increase in upwind PAs reduces PM2.5 concentrations by 1.0 μm/m3 relative to the mean 15.4 μm/m3.
Results in Columns 3 & 4 confirm that PAs’ presence in a more upwind direction results in better municipal
air quality, especially when fire activity is higher.
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TABLE 2: AVERAGE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF PA COVERAGE*WIND DIRECTION
(km2) WITHIN 100KM ON MEDIAN PM 2.5 (μm/m3)
Upwind area of protected
area (km2)

Downwind area of protected
area (km2)
Upwind – Downwind

(1)
No Municipality FE
-0.00047***

(2)
Municipality FE
-0.00049

(3)
Fire Season
-0.00206*

(4)
Rest of Year
-0.00131***

(-8.88)

(-1.68)

(-2.17)

(-13.54)

-0.00010

-0.00041

0.00078

-0.00031**

(-1.81)
-0.00037***

(-1.92)
-0.00008

(0.90)
-.002839**

(-3.11)
-.00100***

(21.54)
(0.04)
(7.20)
(𝜒 2 )
Controls
Municipality FE
No
Yes
Yes
Month FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year-month FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Weather/wind days
Yes
Yes
Yes
Population density
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
78684
78684
19671
t statistics from robust standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(73.55)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
59013
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Effects of Protected Areas on Respiratory Hospitalizations

TABLE 3: AVERAGE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF PA COVERAGE*WIND DIRECTION
EFFECTS OF PA COVERAGE WITHIN 100KM ON RESPIRATORY HOSPITALIZATIONS
PER 100,000
(1)
No Municipality FEs
-0.00143***

(2)
Municipality FEs
0.00000527

(3)
Fire Season
-0.00116

(4)
Rest of Year
0.000205

(-13.71)

(0.01)

(-1.45)

(0.45)

-0.00417***

-0.00084*

-0.000397

-0.000561

(-33.89)
(-2.42)
(-0.56)
Upwind – Downwind
+0.00273***
+0.00084*
-0.00076
(254.28)
(4.44)
(0.75)
(𝜒 2 )
Controls
Municipality FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Month FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Year-month FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Weather/wind days
Yes
Yes
Yes
Socioeconomic Controls
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
78261
78261
19568
t statistics from robust standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(-1.33)
+0.00077
(2.51)

Upwind area of protected
area (km2)

Downwind area of protected
area (km2)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
58693

Table 3 presents average marginal effect estimates of PAs interacted with wind days on
contemporaneous respiratory hospitalizations per 100,000 people. Columns 1-4 parallel Columns 1-4
from Table 2 estimating PM2.5 effects, after controlling for the municipality, overall seasonal and time
trend fixed effects. Columns 1 and 2 in Table 3 estimate AMEs for the whole year with and without
municipality fixed effects, and Columns 3 and 4 examine these effects for the fire season and the rest of
the year.
Column 1 estimates these effects without controlling for unobserved differences between
municipalities with and without PA coverage. Here I am comparing overall respiratory hospitalization rates
instead of deviations from mean values. The estimated association of upwind areas is negative and highly
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significant, indicating a strong relationship between areas with upwind protection and lower respiratory
disease rates. The estimated effect of downwind PAs is also significantly negative, showing a strong
relationship between downwind protection and lower respiratory disease rates. The highly significant
differential effect here reflects higher respiratory hospitalizations rates for municipalities with upwind
protection, +0.00268*** compared to those with downwind protection. Since I compared overall levels of
upwind protection for different areas, I systematically sorted treatments in the cross-section. Upwind
protected areas tend to occur in the east-north-east, and downwind protected areas occur in the westsouth-west, so I compared outcome levels in different regions. For example, the spatial trend that
Protected Areas in the southern “arc of deforestation” have more upwind protection relative to
downwind areas correlates with higher respiratory disease hospitalization rates. A better identification
compares changes in respiratory hospitalizations for the same municipality from their time mean rather
than the variation in their overall levels.
Column 2 estimates these effects for the entire year with fixed effects and indicates a relationship
between greater PA coverage increases the hospitalization rate. An increase in upwind PA coverage of
1,000km2 is associated with .8 hospitalizations per 100,000 people. During the fire season, Column 2, the
expected causal effect is negative. Still, it provides no evidence, p-value =0.414, that PA coverage in the
upwind direction decreases hospitalizations more than in the downwind direction. The rest of the year
estimates, Column 3, is positive but not significantly different from zero providing no evidence that more
upwind PA coverage affects respiratory hospitalizations during the non-fire season.
The results in Table 3 column 2 directly conflict with my research assumption that upwind PA
coverage reduces the hospitalization rate more than downwind coverage. I estimate an alternative, more
restrictive specification that considers municipality-specific seasonality in respiratory hospitalizations by
estimating a combined municipality-by-month-of-year fixed effect. In the absence of observing where and
when precisely the fires occur, the municipality-by-month-of-year fixed-effect will adjust the seasonal
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hospitalization rate for only those municipalities that experience a fire-related respiratory season and
make no adjustments for municipalities without this seasonality. All municipalities do not share the same
seasonality in respiratory diseases, meaning estimated municipality effects depend on unobserved
seasonal differences between municipalities, including municipality-by-month-of-year controls for
municipal seasonal heterogeneity that does not vary year to year, shown in Figure 8. Municipalities
without this seasonality have a lower fire-related hospitalization rate and would be less likely to have
contemporary effects of PA coverage on respiratory diseases. This specification was not considered for
the PM2.5 outcome variable since the entire region experiences similar seasonal fluctuations in levels of
PM2.5, and it varies less from year to year for the same region.
Table 5 presents average marginal effect estimates of PAs on contemporaneous respiratory
hospitalizations per 100,000 people reprinting the results of Column 2 and 3 from Table 3 to compare
these results with municipality-by-month-of-year fixed estimates for the fire season, column 2, and the
identical specification for the rest of the year, column 4.
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TABLE 5: AVERAGE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF PA COVERAGE WITHIN 100KM ON
RESPIRATORY HOSPITALIZATIONS PER 100,000
(1)
Fire Season
Upwind area of protected
area km2
(t-test robust std errors)

-0.00116

(2)
Fire Season
Month#Muni
0.00132

(3)
Rest of Year
0.000205

(4)
Rest of Year
Month#Muni
0.00128*

(-1.45)

(1.18)

(0.45)

(2.01)

Downwind area of protected
area km2
(t-test robust std errors)
Upwind – Downwind

-0.000397

0.00371***

-0.000561

0.00144*

(-0.56)
-0.0008

(3.91)
-0.0024*

(-1.33)
+0.0008

(2.47)
-.0002

(0.75)
(3.87)
(2.51)
(𝜒 2 )
Controls
Wind Dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Weather
Yes
Yes
Yes
Socioeconomic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Municipality FE
Yes
No
Yes
Month FE
Yes
No
Yes
Municipality*Month FE
No
Yes
No
Time Trend
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
19568
19568
58693
t statistics from robust standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(0.03)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
58689

The negative differential effect in column 2 provides moderate evidence, p-value=0.049, that
upwind PAs reduce respiratory hospitalization rates during the fire season after controlling for seasonal
heterogeneity. For example, an increase in upwind PA coverage of 1,000 km2 resulted in 2.4 fewer
hospitalizations per 100,000 people per month during the fire season. With 95% confidence, a 1000 km2
increase in the area of upwind protection reduced the average rate by 4.8 hospitalizations or increased it
by 1.6 hospitalizations per 100,000 residents. For a municipality at the 50th percentile of population size,
19,299 people, this results in an expected monthly municipal reduction of .46 hospitalizations per month
during the fire season, at the 75th percentile, 35,497 people, .8519 hospitalizations, and at the 99%
percentile, 401,155 people, 9.6 hospitalizations per month. The area of protected area upwind from a
municipality scales with the downwind population and may only be substantial for large population
centers.
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The final columns 3 and 4 look at the effects for the rest of the year and do not indicate consistent
or convincing evidence that PA coverage has any impacts on contemporaneous monthly hospitalization
rates for the rest of the year. If the primary relationship between PAs and respiratory health occurs when
and where fires are happening, I would expect no effect when fire activity is low and in regions without a
substantial fire-related respiratory season.

Falsification Test
Effects of Protected Areas on Circulatory Hospitalizations
To test the final specification, Table 5, on another group of hospitalizations, I perform the exact
estimations for the fire season and the rest of the year with circulatory hospitalizations using ICD-10
codes, I00-I99 in Table 6. These hospitalizations include conditions affecting the heart and circulatory
system. Thus far, there has not been any evidence that biomass smoke exposure affects current
cardiovascular hospitalizations in the Amazon (Rocha and Sant’anna 2020). Column 2, the specification
with municipality-specific seasonality, contains the only significant result. The estimated effect of more
protection in a downwind direction results in an increased incidence of circulatory hospitalizations during
the fire season. Overall, I find no evidence that upwind PAs and downwind PAs affect circulatory
hospitalizations differently during the current month.
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TABLE 6: AVERAGE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF PA COVERAGE WITHIN 100KM*WIND ON CIRCULATORY
HOSPITALIZATIONS PER 100,000
(1)
Fire Season
Upwind area of protected
area km2
(t-test robust std errors)

-0.0000323

(2)
Fire Season
Month#Muni
0.000556

(3)
Rest of Year
-0.00000891

(4)
Rest of Year
Month#Muni
0.000591

(-0.08)

(0.94)

(-0.04)

(1.74)

Downwind area of protected
area km2
(t-test robust std errors)
Upwind – Downwind

-0.000308

0.00123**

0.00000522

0.000633

(-0.94)
+0.000275

(2.65)
-0.0007

(0.02)
0.0000

(1.50)
0.0000

(Chi2)
(0.35)
(1.16)
(0.00)
Controls
Wind Dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Weather
Yes
Yes
Yes
Socioeconomic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Municipality FE
Yes
No
Yes
Month FE
Yes
No
Yes
Municipality*Month FE
No
Yes
No
Time Trend
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
19568
19516
58693
t statistics from robust standard errors parentheses* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

(0.01)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
58620

CONCLUSIONS
There is growing interest in the ties between the conservation of ecosystems and human health.
Protection of ecosystems is thought by some to be in direct conflict with human values, especially if it is
believed to restrict economic opportunities. On the other hand, human health is a universal value that
cuts across political, economic, and social divisions. As of now, the empirical evidence that conservation
could support this value is minimal. I contribute by focusing on one large-scale policy, Brazil’s Amazon
Biome PA network. Here I find that when winds come from areas with more PA coverage, there is an
estimated causal reduction in downwind PM2.5 and respiratory disease hospitalizations, and not
circulatory diseases during the fire season. Brazils 2006 Protected Areas likely reduced biomass smoke
exposures and reducing respiratory hospitalizations for the 2006 to 2018 period. Notably, these effects
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appear in contemporaneous fire season respiratory diseases related to biomass burning in the region. PA
impacts were also found relatively far from their borders due to the movement of air pollution from
upwind areas.
One issue is fire outcomes were not examined in this study. PAs' effects on my outcomes will likely
depend upon the overall fire activity near the municipality across time and space. If PA coverage in an
upwind direction is more impactful in fire-prone situations, this provides solid evidence that PA legal
restrictions reduce local fire usage. The instability of my estimates to the specification may reflect the
relatively coarse measures of upwind protection and estimating impacts for the entire Biome. Not all
municipalities are threatened by fires or do not experience health burdens from this cause. Including
estimations for these municipalities likely reduces the estimated effects of PA coverage and respiratory
health in more heavily threatened areas. A further examination should focus on exactly when and where
fires occur to see if PA coverage impacts in these municipalities are more robust than the evidence
presented here. Regardless, finding any effect across the whole region for PM2.5, including non-fire
threatened areas, makes a strong case that PAs reduce fire-related air pollution.
I examined effects for all PAs, but results will depend on the varying restrictions differing
protection status places on local populations. Tradeoffs likely exist, so further research should aim to
examine which types of PAs or alternate conservation policies achieve increases or decreases in specific
disease burdens. For example, sustainable use reserves are likely not the right policy to reduce malaria
incidence since they allow some interaction with wilderness areas, exposing populations to mosquitos.
This relationship would likely persist for many diseases influenced by human-wilderness interactions
where exposures to novel pathogens may infect the global population, as we saw with COVID-19 (Albers
et al. 2020). However, strictly protected areas could reduce this risk by lowering this interaction (Bauch et
al. 2015). Sustainable use designations are also likely not the best policy to reduce fire-related disease
burdens either. These designations are not robustly associated with improved local fire management
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(Carmenta et al. 2016). Further analysis that separates upwind and downwind effects of different types
of PAs under various risks of fires may illuminate what kind of protection provides the most significant
reduction in respiratory disease burdens.
Brazil’s commitment to conservation, as shown in their expansion in 2000 to 2006 PA network,
has been reversed by the Jair Bolsonaro administration. Policies have been put in place to spur economic
activity in previously designated PAs by reducing the development restrictions, enforcement, or coverage
within PAs. This administration has been transparent in valuing economic expansion over conservation,
taking a more human-centered position on this debate.

The debate between conservation and

development leaves out the potential that rolling back the PA network may have additional unintended
human health consequences. My findings provide evidence that PA policies influence respiratory health—
a value that has some weight even for those who do not value climate change concerns or biodiversity
loss. Health impacts should enter the human-centered calculus on if PAs should be retained and
enforced—supporting the idea that a single policy can combine conservation and human health goals.
It is challenging to conclude causality in any observational study since random assignment does
not remove bias from unobserved confounders. Random assignment across a population ensures that the
differences between treatment and control groups are also random. Thus, the difference between the
outcomes is only a result of the treatment group. Policy researchers will never randomly assign PAs across
a landscape due to the extensive treatment costs. Therefore, policymakers aim their assignment towards
the most conservation or least economic costs. An observational study seeks to explain all the variation
in PM2.5 or respiratory hospitalizations correlated with PA non-random assignment to isolate protection
impacts.
This analysis did a lot to limit spatial dependence and treatment bias by examining the same
municipality across time and used exogenous variation in wind direction to remove any other biases.
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However, the lack of data on finer timescales constrained what I could observe. My yearly GDP and
population controls were imputed values estimated from census years 2000 and 2010 and do not contain
all the relevant variation within municipalities. Other potential confounders such as poverty levels, the
proportion of municipality involved in agriculture, and population disaggregated by age could not be
found except for census years. This is only a concern if this is systematically related to prevailing wind
directions, such that even when comparing only within 100 km areas, these factors are spatially
autocorrelated in a prevailing wind direction at this scale. Not having access to the population by age
limited me to only looking at hospitalization rates for the general population. From the literature, we
know that biomass exposures primarily impact children and the elderly, so my results may represent a
conservative estimate of the actual rate response of PA coverage for vulnerable populations.
The observable outcome of respiratory disease hospitalizations represents only a fraction of the
health burden caused by smoke exposure. Therefore, hospitalizations served as a proxy for respiratory
disease incidence and described only the most severe fraction of incidences. From the data, the average
rate of hospitalization per 100,000 people is roughly 15. Estimated reductions of 2.4 hospitalizations from
a theoretical increase of 1,000 km2 PAs upwind could represent a significant respiratory disease burden.
However, in the absence of observing actual respiratory disease incidences in the population or how
frequently a respiratory condition results in hospitalization, it is difficult to determine if this result is
substantial.
My results strengthen the case for PAs if applied in areas with considerable respiratory disease
burdens caused by human-ignited biomass fires. Since this relationship appears in the broader tropics,
this could also encourage PA applications worldwide. It is vital that conservation policies going forward
consider their health costs and benefits. Further research should illuminate when and where they result
in changing environmental disease burdens. Although my results still leave many questions unanswered,
my results suggest PAs could be one policy lever to improve human health. Preventing ecosystem change
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with protected areas is not just a matter of conservation and development but includes universal human
values, clean air, and human health.
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Appendix Figure 1: The raw measures of area of protected areas in km2 are heavily skewed, so the proportion of municipal area
shows a relative distribution of PA coverage. The “demeaned “ box plot to the right shows the time meaned proportion of
protected areas for the 272 (non-zero) municipalities across the 16 years. This data doesn’t include all of the reductions in PA
coverage over the period.
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